
 

Series 250 
ChemDefend® 250 range material is soft, quiet 
and drapable. The coverall is constructed to 
offer optimum body fit, with generous use of 
fabric in the underarms, chest and waist,          
allowing comfortable and unrestricted freedom 
of movement. 

The garment incorporates a number of key     
design features to assist in maximising                           
protection, comfort and strength and to 
ease the donning and doffing process. 

The garment uses a sealed seam, bound with a 
barrier material to maximise the seam strength. 
This reduces any splitting or tearing in use and 
improves the liquid and particle barrier of the 
coverall. 

 

Suitable Applications 
 Agriculture- pesticide mixing and handling 
 Chemical industry 
 Pharmaceutical industry 
 Cleanroom 
 Electronic sector 
 Nuclear industry 
 Paint spraying within automotive and shipbuilding industries
 Veterinary and livestock handling 
 Cleaning and remediation 
 Sewage industry 

Sizes Impa code 

S 312051 

M 312052 

L 312053 

XL 312054 

XXL 312055 

XXXL 312056 



Series 250 

Fabric Physical Performance 

Data relating to the mechanical and physical performance                         

characteristics of the materials used to construct ChemDefend®                 

coveralls as specified and defined in EN14325:2004. 

Additional Fabric Performance Data 

Data relating to the mechanical and physical performance                               

characteristics of the materials used to construct ChemDefend®                    

coveralls but not defined in EN14325:2004. However this data is still 

helpful in assessing and selecting coveralls appropriate to a particular 

hazard or set of working conditions. 

Whole Suit performance 

Data and results in relation to the barrier or protective performance of 

a garment in accordance with the European standards Type 5 EN ISO 

13982-1+A1:2010, Type 6 EN ISO 13034+A1:2009 and Type 3 and 4 EN 

14605+A1:2009. Also includes barrier to radioactive agents and the 

strength of the seams in the garment. 

Penetration and Repellency 

EN 6530 is a specific test designed to assess the liquid repellence and 

liquid penetration of materials used in ChemDefend® garments against 

30% sulphuric acid, 10% sodium hydroxide, o-xylene and Butan-1-ol. 

Barrier to Biological and Infective Agents 

Data on the barrier and protective performance of materials used to 

construct ChemDefend® garments against virus, bacteria and other 

blood bourn pathogens as outlined in EN14126:2003. 


